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This social, artistic, and cultural history examines three
generations of the Lushington family and their
relationships with prominent British figures and family
members' roles in larger trends such as abolitionism, the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, and positivist
philosophy.--Gillian Sutherland, Newnham College
A Royal Air Force fighter pilot’s action-packed memoir of
his service before, during, and after the epic World War II
battle. Originally published during the war in 1942, this is
the other side of the mirror from the philosophical flight
record of authors such as Antoine de Saint Exupery. It is
a literal, daily record of an English fighter pilot of 23
years fighting in the Battle of Britain, giving a truly
authentic picture of life on a squadron in those times.
Gleed details his first sortie in 1939, his breakdown not
so long after, his return to the RAF and battles over
France, his exploits in the Battle of Britain, becoming an
ace, downing Messerschmitts, and eventually being
awarded the DFC for his service as leader and fighter.
Praise for Arise to Conquer “An epic of the Battle of
Britain.” —The Sphere (UK) “An excellent account of the
daily life of a fighter squadron in the Battle of Britain…
gives spirited descriptions of many air combats.” —Flight
Family Matters
RAF Tempsford
Kent Parish Registers
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Their Finest Hour
The Aeronautical Journal
Hawkinge 1912-1961

Set in Bombay in the mid-1990s, Family Matters tells
a story of familial love and obligation, of personal
and political corruption, of the demands of tradition
and the possibilities for compassion. Nariman
Vakeel, the patriarch of a small discordant family, is
beset by Parkinson’s and haunted by memories of
his past. He lives with his two middle-aged
stepchildren, Coomy, bitter and domineering, and
her brother, Jal, mild-mannered and acquiescent.
But the burden of the illness worsens the already
strained family relationships. Soon, their sweettempered half-sister, Roxana, is forced to assume
sole responsibility for her bedridden father. And
Roxana’s husband, besieged by financial worries,
devises a scheme of deception involving his
eccentric employer at a sporting goods store, setting
in motion a series of events that leads to the
narrative’s moving outcome. Family Matters has all
the richness, the gentle humour, and the narrative
sweep that have earned Mistry the highest of
accolades around the world.
Following training Hawkeye Lee received his
commission and was posted to 501 Squadron which
was sent to support the Expeditionary Force in
France, arriving on 10 May, only hours after the
Blitzkrieg had been launched. Lee quickly opened
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his score, claiming several bombers during the first
week of operations. Having been wounded when his
Hurricane exploded following a dogfight, Lee was
briefly rested but soon rejoined the Squadron before
they moved to their first Battle of Britain base at
Middle Wallop. Lee scored more damaged and
destroyed enemy aircraft and by the end of July he
was Mentioned in Dispatches. Lee was forced to
take to his parachute for the second time, learning of
the richly deserved award of his DFC while still
recovering from his wounds. He later recalled how
each of the Squadrons aces, even Ginger Lacey,
had been shot down at least twice during that
summer. Lee was later posted to 112 (Shark)
Squadron, flying Curtis Kittyhawks on Fighter and
Fighter-Bomber missions in North Africa and then to
260 Squadron which was heavily involved in the leadup to the battle of El Alamein, seeking out and
destroying enemy troop columns and fighting off the
Luftwaffe which still had air superiority. In March
1943, 123 Squadron began Fighter-Bomber
operations against Mediterranean targets, during
one Lee was hit by AA and made a forced landing in
an olive grove. He was captured and sent to
Stalagluft III just in time to play a key role in the
Great Escape.
"Flight" Directory of British Aviation
The Aeroplane Directory of British Aviation
Debrett's Peerage, Baronetage, Knightage, and
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Companionage
Case Studies from Construction of the Jubilee Line
Extension, London
The Commercial and Financial Chronicle
The Spyglass File
The forgotten airfield at Throwley, Faversham, Kent,
which existed between 1917 and 1919, was created to aid
Britain's coastal defence after the public's fearful outcry
in response to Zeppelin raids early in the First World
War. With background to the country's history of home
defence prior to WW1 and the developments that lead to
the airfield, such as all RFC fighters having been sent to
France in 1914 leaving Britain virtually defenceless, and
Churchill's decision to create units of aircraft to aid
defence, the book tells the tale of both the airfield and of
112 Squadron, based there to combat the threat. 2007 is
the 70th anniversary of the airfield's opening.
55,000 biographies of people who shaped the history of
the British Isles and beyond, from the earliest times to
the year 2002.
Their Ancestors and Descendants, 1630-1907
The State’s Retreat and Popular Enchantment
The Butterflies and Moths of Kent
Battle of Britain & Desert Air Force Fighter Ace
Marriages
Hawkinge, 1912-1961

Politica, cultura, economia.
The Battle of Britain has held an
enchanted place in British popular
history and memory throughout the
modern era. Its transition from history
to heritage since 1965 confirms that
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the 1940 narrative shaped by the State
has been sustained by historians, the
media, popular culture, and through nongovernmental heritage sites, often with
financing from the National Lottery
Heritage Lottery Fund. Garry Campion
evaluates the Battle’s revered place in
British society and its influence on
national identity, considering its
historiography and revisionism; the
postwar lives of the Few, their leaders
and memorialization; its depictions on
screen and in commercial products; the
RAF Museum’s Battle of Britain Hall;
third-sector heritage attractions; and
finally, fighter airfields, including
RAF Hawkinge as a case study. A followup to Campion’s The Battle of Britain,
1945–1965 (Palgrave, 2015), this book
offers an engaging, accessible study of
the Battle’s afterlives in scholarship,
memorialization, and popular culture.
An in Depth History of the Former Royal
Air Force Station Hawkinge
Reformers, Pre-Raphaelites, and the
Bloomsbury Group
A Biographical Dictionary of the Few
Arise to Conquer
The Aeroplane; Directory of British
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Aviation
London, Provinces, Wales, Scotland,
Ireland, Abroad, Navy, Army & Air Force
Since it was first published in 1989, Men of
the Battle of Britain has become a standard
reference book for academics and researchers
interested in the Battle of Britain. Copies
are also owned by many with purely an
armchair interest in the events of 1940.The
book records the service details of the
airmen who took part in the Battle of Britain
in considerable detail. Where known, postings
and their dates are included, as well as
promotions, decorations and successes claimed
flying against the enemy. There is also much
personal detail, often including dates and
places of birth, civilian occupations, dates
of death and place of burial or, for those
with no known grave, place of commemoration.
There are many wartime head-and-shoulders
photographs. Inevitably the high achievers
who survived tend to have the longest
entries, but those who were killed very
quickly, sometimes even on their first
sortie, are given equal status.The 2015 third
edition will include new names and corrected
spellings, as well as many new photographs.
Plenty of the entries have been extended with
freshly acquired information. The stated
nationalities of some of the airmen have been
re-examined and, for example, one man always
considered to be Australian is now known to
have been Irish.
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Morton Farrier was no longer at the top of

his game. His forensic genealogy career was
faltering and he was refusing to accept any
new cases, preferring instead to concentrate
on locating his own elusive biological
father. Yet, when a particular case presents
itself, that of finding the family of a woman
abandoned in the midst of the Battle of
Britain, Morton is compelled to help her to
unravel her past. Using all of his
genealogical skills, he soon discovers that
the case is connected to The Spyglass File—a
secretive document which throws up links
which threaten to disturb the wrongdoings of
others, who would rather its contents, as
well as their actions, remain hidden forever.
This is the fifth book in the Morton Farrier
genealogical crime mystery series, although
it can be enjoyed as a stand-alone story.
Further information, and a FREE prequel story
for the series, is available from the
author's website at nathandylangoodwin.com
Kent's Forgotten Airfield
Kelly's Handbook to the Titled, Landed and
Official Classes
The Remarkable Lushington Family
The Battle of Britain Remembered
Air Pictorial
History Today
Donated.
This is the true story of Second World War
fighter pilot, Richard Hillary. After being
shot down in September 1940, Hillary spent
several months in hospital, undergoing
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numerous operations; a member of Archibald
McIndoe's 'Guinea Pig Club'. Originally
published in 1942, just months before he died
in a second crash, The Last Enemy recounts
the struggles and successes of a young man in
the Royal Air Force. Told through Hillary's
eyes, this incredible story shows that even
in our darkest moments there is a glimmer of
enduring hope.
Who's who
Who was who
Crockford's Clerical Directory
A - Airports
Men of the Battle of Britain
The Sacketts of America
The fascinating story of the mysterious
Tempsford airfield used to ferry secret agents
into occupied Europe.
A listing of medical practitioners registered
with the General Medical Council. Includes
England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland.
Data includes name, address, degrees, colleges,
appointment, memberships, and publications.
Also contains information on United Kingdom
hospitals, NHS trusts, and boards of health.
The Medical Register
The Last Enemy
Churchill's Most Secret Airfield
The Bookseller
Building Response to Tunnelling
Medical Directory

Contains the names of medical
practitioners registered with the General
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Medical Council of Great Britain. Data
includes name and date of registration,
address, registered qualifications, and
registration number. Also includes
information on the Council, registration
statistics, and registrable qualifications
granted in the United Kingdom, the
Republic of Ireland, in member states of
the European Economic Community, and
recognized overseas (selected British
Commonwealth) qualifications.
Beretter om alle eskadriller i Royal
Flying Corps, Royal Naval Air Service og
Royal Air Force.
Burke's Genealogical and Heraldic History
of the Peerage, Baronetage and Knightage
L'Espresso
The World Who's who of Women
The Battle of Britain in the Modern Age,
1965–2020
The Medical Directory ...
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography:
Grigg-Hanboys
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